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Luckily for SWTOR there are options in the launcher and it is fairly easy to be able to
get it back running. As of time of this writing, there is no way to launch TOR

standalone without switching to Mac OS Catalina. So, on a Mac it should be possible
to use the old SWTOR tools to get TOR running in the right way. Swtor Fixes Forced
to uninstall my current Mac OS. Uninstalled Tiberian Sun and installed it again. Still
will not launch. Was going to give up, but will give it one more try. Will add log data
after install of Tiberian Sun. Installed CrossOver, first time played SWTOR. Got the
crash when logging out, but this seemed to resolve itself for me. I got the popup,
but it went to black. Went to GUI. It showed the login screen. I logged in, in to a
pretty good SWTOR character, clicked Play. The white screen with information

appeared, go to main menu. Then the main menu disappeared and the white screen
with information appeared again. Finally gave up and went back to the GUI. Now its
booting in to TOR, and i am currently logged in. The same thing happened when i
first played. Got the popup, logged in to a good SWTOR character, clicked Play.
Same as before, main menu disappeared, white screen.  Of course, that doesn't
mean we need an addon to SWTOR to swap out our lightsabers for the lightsaber
from the movies. That would be a much simpler option, especially since Lucas has

already given an indication that the movies are still canon. So, I finally gave up, and
took the inofficial MacOS version (it has been updated recently, and apparently runs
fine) and extracted the Launcher and everything. You will have to download a bunch
of packages (swtor-launcher, swtor-launcher-mp, etc), and then you need to install
the swtor-launcher. This will in turn install all the necessary files. After that you will
need to install the swtor-launcher-mp, and then uninstall the swtor-launcher, just to

make sure it is the real launcher.
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So here comes the fix, cross-
over-based SWTOR works
flawlessly when using the

native processes of SWTOR
with all the architecture-

specific handoff code. Maybe if
the team made a virtual

machine software instead of
doing this… I lost faith in

i.x.swtor.net long ago. Every
time i download the main

assets, it always has a different
size than the previous

download i did. I also have a
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30GB hd, i do not want my first
playthrough of this game to be
corrupted. Is there any utility i
can use to check the integrity
of the main assets? Well that
was close! I was this close to

forgetting about the Main
Assets. On my last go around I
searched 'SWTOR main assets'
and saw this. I tried it and was
surprised to find that it actually

opened. When I started
importing a character I was

greeted by the error that left
me stranded here in the first

place. I looked on the web and
as far as I can tell all the issues
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listed are issues with others; I
am not having any of those

issues. So my advice to you is
to download this as you said,
but you'll probably need to

download it again. You might
also want to talk to another

user with the same issue who
has listed the same problem, I
think that there is a deadlock

that is occurring. Anyway I
hope this helps. Hello I have
been having a difficult time

downloading the main asset of
the game, I downloaded it with
the win7 installer but it tells me

it is corrupt and it failed to
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install it. I am also having an
issue with getting into main

sotr. I have tried to reinstall but
that wont work. Please help

Download size is about 18GB,
unpacked size is about 19.5GB.
[center] Swtor - PlayStation 2
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